
Pure Italian  
craftsmanship

Aircraft, Yachts & Palaces

MADE IN ITALY

Lilou’s operas d’art are created by commission only.



Italian Art and Culture

Exceptional Italian detailing 
Handcrafted to the most exacting standards. 

Creating exquisite cabin interior detailing is our passion. Together with our Italian 
heritage, experience and know-how; IWG-LILOU’s formula and approach offers the most 
exquisite and luxurious detailing for VVIP aircraft interiors in the aerospace industry.  



CRAFTSMENSHIP
Lifetime Guarantee

Lilou’s high level of craftsmanship expertise and quality materials enables 
us to offer a product of Italian excellence with a lifetime guarantee 
ensuring our clientele peace of mind when acquiring one of our creations.





The handset’s can be personalised with a logo, 
family crest or any other design element to 
complement the surrounding ambience with or 
without gemstones. 

Personalization



A single stone handset into an independent piece 
of metall. The  gem setter utilises the surrounding 
metal to create the prongs which secures the 
gemstone into place.

Castone setting



 
IWG-Lilou’s “Ceinture de luxe” are handcrafted by Italian jewellers and artisans 

guaranteeing, excellence in craftsmanship, durability and design.

A poetic vision of travel…



This simple and boldly designed Ceinture embodies the excellence of 
craftsmanship with brilliant white Swarovski gemstones in a a Gypsy 
style setting offering a sensation of grace and elegance.

24Kt. Gold plate and protective coating.

Ceinture de luxe 



Ceinture de luxe 

One of the earliest methods of setting gemstones into 
jewelry, the Bezel setting features a thin band of metal 
completely surrounding the gem along i ts 
circumference offering superior protection from 
chipping, 

24Kt. Gold plate and protective coating.

The three loins of India stand proudly upon their 
decorative base centred with an exquisite Cabochon. The 
dramatic setting style creates the illusion of a larger stone 
emphasising the richness and brilliance of this majestic 
design.



Ceinture de luxe 

Capturing the essence of your airborne ambiance, IWG-Lilou 
offers unique solutions to personalize cabin accessories or 

to enhance already existing design elements.  



Corvo 
collection

The Corvo strikes a simplistic balance of elemental forms. 
A central castone securely holds the gemstone into place. 

GSL-100A

GSL-100B

GSL-100C



Aquila 
collection

A  simple line of brilliant  stones punctuated  by a  
framed gemstone set into a plate of superior 935 silver.

GSL-101A

GSL-101B

GSL-101C



Initials set with gemstones nestled between black enamel 
curlycues worked into the  gold plate. 

Thanks to the exceptionally diverse techniques and savoir-faire of our 
talented jewellers and craftsmen,  our creations offer a twist to the 
norm, adding a touch of flamboyance to objects otherwise overlooked. 

GSL-102C

GSL-102A

GSL-102B

Ameretta 
collection



Florintine collection utilizes enamel to highlight 
the intricate artistic designs 

The Fiorentina collection has captured the Maisons sense 
of Italian heritage with the use of curlycues taken from the 
Emblem of Florence, the Fleur de lis.  

The emblems can be personalised and are created with 
enamel which is available in a variety of colours. 

Florentine 
collection

GSL-104C

GSL-104A

GSL-104B



GSL-104C

Latch GRB-103

Door handle GRB-105

Graffiti 
collection

Toilette button GRB-104

Street art has evolved into complex interdisciplinary 
forms of artistic expression and has earned its place in 
the contemporary world of art. A process of creation that 
awakens emotions through the unexpected. 



Graffiti 
collection

Toilette button GBW-104
Latch GWW-103

Door handle GWW-105

935 Silver plaques handset with gemstones



Toilette button GWB-104

Latch GWB-103

Latch GBB-103

Door Handle GBB-105 935 Silver plaques plated with black Rhodium 
and handset gemstones

Graffiti 
collection



Mercury 
collection

Mercury 1



Mercury 
collection

Mercury 2



La Catena 
collection

Engraved

Engraved with Enamel 

or Black Onyx

Options


1. Engraved

2. Engraved with Hard Enamel (flush)

3. Engraved with a flush Black Onyx inset (looks the same   

    as black enamel but is more durable)

4. Set with gemstones



Options


1. Engraved

2. Engraved with Hard Enamel (flush)

3. Engraved with a flush Black Onyx inset (looks the same 

    as black enamel but is more durable)

4. Set with gemstones

La Treccia 
collection



Deco 1

Deco 2

Deco 
collection



SURFACE TREATMENTS

  
1. Croce angolo                      GB-01 
2. Croce                                  GB-02 
3. Graffiata                              GB-03 
4. Satin libera                          GB-04 
5. Mattelatto                           GM-05 
6. Spazzolatto                         GS-06 
7. Guillochè Grana de riso    GGR-07 
8. Guilloche Diamantata       GGD-08

Hand finished surface treatments including hammered, 
brushed and sanded metals well as classic Guilliochè 
(typically used in watch and jewellery crafting).  

These treatments not only add a touch of elegance but 
also assist in disguising light surface scratches.

IWG-Lilou offers a variety of uniquely handcrafted surface treatments, 
gem-setting and haute gamme detailing that can be integrated into your 
VVIP cabin suite to create a more elegant and personalised ambiance 
elevating your in-flight experience to a new level.



CRAFTSMANSHIP  

Lifetime Guarantee 

Our Master Goldsmiths and Master gemsetters are highly experienced 
craftsmen in Valenza, Italy, the manufacturing epicentre of the finest jewellery 
houses in Europe which include Chopard, Bulgari, Cartier among others. 
Lilou’s creations are crafted with scrupulous attention to detail with each stone 
hand-set to the most exacting standards. Our gemsetting work is done under 
bench microscopes for excellence in quality throughout the gem-setting 
process. Lilou’s quality control is high jewellery manufacturing standard. The 
meticulous and precise steps preformed in the creation of our pieces allows us 
to guarantee our craftsmanship for a lifetime. 

IWG-Lilou’s high level of expertise and quality materials enable us to offer a 
product of Italian excellence.  


